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St. Michael’s, Navajo Nation (ARIZ) – The Navajo Nation will be hosting United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous People, Ms. Victoria Tauli-Corpuz. The purpose of Ms. Tauli-Corpuz official visit is to conduct Regional Indigenous Consultation on the effects of energy development on indigenous peoples in the United States.

On February 24, 2017, there will be an interactive dialogue on the effects of energy development with Ms. Tauli-Corpuz. Individuals who wish to provide testimonies can register for the event online at https://goo.gl/forms/Lhyi1I1AJ7QdrupQ2. There will be limited onsite registration. Participants can also submit documents or testimonies before the event at https://www.dropbox.com/request/5J5I7GIFtUQ9C1e6BDXe.

Details on the official visit are currently being developed and will be announced shortly. If you have any questions about Ms. Tauli-Corpuz visit to the Navajo Nation please contact the Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission at 928-871-7436.
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